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Abstract. Paper is devoted to a design FPGA problem regarding increase in 
trustworthiness of the results calculated in digital components of computer sys-
tems. The modern CAD solves this problem by implementation of significant 
hardware redundancy in fault tolerant decisions. The method for increase in 
trustworthiness of the results calculated on FPGA with the LUT-oriented archi-
tecture is offered. This method is directed to improving of the ready project 
without change of its hardware decision. The method generates 16 versions in 
programming of LUT memory and suggests selecting the best version by the 
given criterion. The method is shown on the example of masking of short cir-
cuit between LUT inputs. The method allows selecting the decision taking into 
account risk-value of bits in LUT memory. 
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1 Introduction 

We offer a method for improving of FPGA projects in view of ample opportunities 
and the perspective directions in design of computer systems and their components on 
FPGA. External manifestations of these two aspects are watched in a gain of the mar-
ket in the field of the design of systems for digital processing of signal and images, 
accelerators, reconfigurable systems and safety-related instrumentation and control 
systems [1 – 4].  

The internal reasons of successful development of FPGA design can be considered 
by means of resource-based approach which analysis process of integration of the 
artificial world created by the human into the natural world (NW). It allows not only 
to explain history of the computer world which repeats in development the NW dur-
ing a short time but also to offer new methods based on systematization in features 
and perspectives of further development [5]. 
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Integration process consists in the solution of challenges of the NW, including 
problems of the computer world. The solution is based on achievement of throughput 
(for execution of all amount of works for limited time), of result trustworthiness and 
on attachment of resources: models, methods and means.  

The models are human understandings of the NW and its components. Methods 
serve for conversion and an assessment of resources. Models and methods form an 
informational part of the resources but means (materials and tools) belong to the tech-
nological one. Resources develop from simple to real by structuring under features of 
the NW. Simple forms are exact and sequential according to initial opportunities and 
understandings of the human. Real resources reflect features of the NW [6]. 

Development of computer resources most brightly showed two such features: par-
allelism and fuzziness [7, 8]. In the resource development occurring under these fea-
tures, the resource-based approach identifies a number of levels: replication, diversifi-
cation and autonomy. In the hierarchy they occupy the low, L, the middle, M and the 
high, H levels, respectively. Each preceding level serves for the next one. In all the 
levels, from L to H, the goal is surviving, i.e. integration into the NW. It is provided 
by different methods: increasing throughput, trustworthiness of results and access to 
resources (self-sufficiency), respectively [9]. 

The LUT-oriented architecture of FPGA projects has the high level of fuzziness in 
the form of natural redundancy in the organization and functionality. We offer a 
method which shows opportunities to use this redundancy for development of a CAD 
in the modes of FPGA-project optimization for improving of result trustworthiness. 

The method allows replicate different versions of the LUT program code for the 
ready FPGA project with the subsequent choice of the best by the selected criterion. 
The method is shown on the example of fault masking for the purpose of increase in 
trustworthiness of the results calculated on FPGA. The problem of FPGA project 
improvement by criterion of result trustworthiness is defined in section 2. Section 3 
describes a model of data transfer between LUT. Versions of LUT programming are 
generated in section 3. In section 4 the received versions are evaluated from a line 
item of masking of faults like shorts circuit of adjacent inputs of the LUT. Increase in 
trustworthiness of the results calculated on FPGA in case of faults like shorts is 
shown in section 5. Experimental results are considered in section 6. The received 
results are analyzed in the conclusions. 

2 Problem Definition 

All levels of resource development are represented in FPGA design. The matrix and 
pipeline types of parallelism corresponding to levels of replication and diversification 
are supported by arrays of the configurable blocks and the structure of a logical ele-
ment as section of the pipeline containing the LUT and the register [10]. 

Matrix parallelism restricts possibilities in paralleling of computations by data de-
pendency when high orders of numbers will be processed after low orders, and by 
control dependency with waiting for computation of conditions in branching of an 
algorithm. Pipeline parallelism removes data dependency processing at the same time 
both high and low orders in different sections of the pipeline [11].  
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A method of results preparation belongs to the high level of autonomy. This 
method is free from both restrictions, calculating a set of possible results, not waiting 
for receiving all operands [12].  

All the libraries, including software and library of IP cores used in CAD are built 
by the method of result preparing. All of the modern design of digital systems and 
their components are also based on the method of result preparing. For example, the 
FPGA chips are preparations for a lot of projects, and the chip programmed for a 
specific project contains the prepared results in the tables stored in the LUT (Look-Up 
Table) memory [13].   

Mainly due to the preparation of the results, FPGA projects receive features, allow-
ing provide high level a number of characteristics: capacity of calculations and the 
trustworthiness of their results, versatility in functionality, efficiency of design, manu-
facturability and flexibility [14]. 

However, the modern CAD is oriented first of all on matrix parallelism. The FPGA 
сhips contain sets of the prepared iterative array multipliers and the prepared circuits 
of look-ahead carry for design of digital units with matrix parallelism [15]. 

As a rule, the CAD supports the optimization modes in energy consumption and 
throughput, ignoring requirements for the result trustworthiness important for the safe 
computer systems including autonomous systems relating to levels of diversification 
and autonomy [16, 17]. Opportunities of such systems completely are defined at de-
sign stage, for example, onboard equipment of space crafts for distant flights, the 
pacemakers implanted in a body of the person. 

Possibilities of FPGA design associated with natural redundancy of the LUT-
oriented architecture allow improve significantly projects by a method of versions 
which repeats development of the NW by means of mutations. This method provides 
replication of the ready decision with deviations, admissible from it, in any parame-
ters with the subsequent choice of decision which is the best by the main criterion. 
The choice of the decision can be executed with use of analytical estimates or simula-
tion [12]. 

Use of the method of versions completely comes true within the principle of 
ALARA (As Low As Reasonability Applicable/Practicable), when there is no alterna-
tive of improving of the main characteristics of the decision directed to the greatest 
possible lowering of risk at the expense of really available limited resources [18]. 

Thus, the problem, motivation of its decision and resources necessary for this pur-
pose are as follows: 

1. As a rule, the modern CAD doesn't support the modes of project optimization in 
trustworthiness of results.  

2. Increase of result trustworthiness is an important condition of maintenance in the 
functional safety of computer systems in areas of critical application and is traditionally 
provided with use of fault-tolerant decisions with significant hardware redundancy. 

3. FPGA projects have the high level of fuzziness which allows to use effectively 
the method of versions for increase of result trustworthiness on the basis of natural 
redundancy of the LUT-oriented architecture without extra hardware. 

We offer the method using natural redundancy to replicate different versions of the 
program LUT code for the given hardware implementation of the FPGA project. Rep-
lication is executed with changes, unessential for project parameters. The choice of 
the version is carried out in the most important parameter.  
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The method is shown on the example of the best masking of typical faults of the 
digital circuits for the purpose of the greatest increase of trustworthiness in results of 
the computation executed on FPGA. 

3 The Model of Data Transfer between LUT 

We can consider the LUT-oriented architecture on the example of Cyclone FPGA 
Family Data Sheet of Altera Corporation. Cyclone structure contains arrays of logic 
elements. Each logic element consists of a four-input LUT and programmable regis-
ter. The LUT is a function generator that can implement any function of four variables 
A, B, C and D. Inputs of the LUT are called as well as variables [19]. 

We offer model of data transfer between LUT which allows change a program 
code for LUT without changing the hardware structure of FPGA-project. 

The program code can be diversely replicated with use of two versions in pro-
gramming of ordered pair of the LUT units connected among themselves. The output 
of the first of them is connected directly or via the programmable register (or other 
elements with implementation of a self-dual function) to an input of the second LUT. 
Two versions of programming which differ from each other in direct or inverse value 
of the bit transferred from the first LUT to the second one are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Two versions of LUT units programming: a – transfer of a direct value of X;   
b  – transfer of an inverse value of X 
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The first LUT 1 and second LUT 2 generate functions X = D  B and 
Y = (A  B)  (C  D), respectively. The functions are described by tables which 
rows and columns are determined by values of 2-bit codes DC and BA, respectively. 
These codes are made of the A, B, C, D variables. Connection between units transfers 
value X from an output of the LUT 1 to the D input of the LUT 2 (Fig. 1, a). 

The second version in programming of units can be executed by transmission of 
inverse value ¬X between them (Fig. 1, b). In this case, all bits of the LUT 1 will be 
inverted. For saving value Y, i.e. for compensating of inverse value X, the table of the 
LUT 2 changes mutual position of values "0" and "1". In case of inverse value of the 
variable D, positions of two top rows and two bottom ones are interchanged. 

4 Versions in Programming of the LUT Units 

Direct and inverse values of the variables A, B, C, D generate 16 different versions in 
programming of the LUT 2. All of them are shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

Fig. 2. Versions in programming of the LUT 2 

All versions can be received on condition of connection of all four inputs of the 
LUT 2 to outputs of four units as LUT 1. 
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The FPGA-project containing n pair of LUT can be replicated into a set of 2n deci-
sions which save uniform hardware structure and differ in a program code. For exam-
ple, the 10 pair of LUT provides 1024 versions of the project. These versions can 
significantly differ in a number of parameters, including trustworthiness of the calcu-
lated results. 

5 Increase in Trustworthiness of the Results Calculated  
on FPGA 

The offered method can be shown on the example of increase in trustworthiness of the 
results calculated on FPGA in case of faults like shorts between adjacent inputs of the 
LUT [20]. Tables for LUT 2 in cases of the correct functioning and short circuit 
A↔B, B↔C, C↔D between inputs A and B, B and C, C and D are shown in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3. Tables for cases of the correct and faulty functioning of the LUT 2: a – the initial pro-
gramming of the LUT;  b – programming of the LUT with inverse values of inputs  

  

Short circuit of two inputs distorts their values "01" and "10", substituting with 
them by "00" value. It leads to substitution of eight bits determined in the table by 
"01" and "10" values with four bits addressed on "00" value. Comparing of tables for 
cases of the correct and faulty functioning of the LUT 2 allows detect the erroneous 
bits highlighted in the color.  

The first row of tables is shown for the initial programming of the LUT 2 (Fig. 3, 
a). Short circuit A↔B determines 8 erroneous bits in two internal columns of the ta-
ble. Short circuit B↔C is shown in four erroneous bits. Short circuit C↔D determines 
8 erroneous bits in two internal rows of the table. The total quantity of erroneous bits 
is equal 20. It makes 42% of total quantity of bits in memory of LUT. 

The second row of tables is shown for the programming of the LUT 2 with inverse 
values of inputs A, B, C and D (Fig. 3, b). Short circuits A↔B and C↔D don't lead to 
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memory of LUT. Thus, conversion of the version with the initial programming of the 
LUT units reduces the number of erroneous bits by 5 times, i.e. repeatedly improves 
masking of short circuits and increases trustworthiness of the results calculated on 
FPGA. This effect is reached without any changes in the hardware implementation of 
the circuit decision, i.e. after all types of its optimization. The advantage of the of-
fered method is the independent analysis of the LUT pairs that significantly reduces 
time necessary for a choice of the best version of the FPGA project. 

The method is shown for a case of identical risk-values of erroneous bits for ob-
taining authentic results. But these values can change depending on the frequency of 
use of the bit and consequences of its distortion. The accounting of these two factors 
makes a method as risk-oriented. Such development of the method includes two steps. 
On the first step, the frequency of the appeal to each bit of each LUT should be evalu-
ated. This step can be executed by simulation of operation of the circuit on character-
istic input data. The program model of the circuit decision allows to count the number 
of appeals to each bit of memory and to calculate the frequency of its use. The second 
step requires expert estimates of consequences for every error. 

6 Experimental Results 

The experimental verification of the offered method was executed in process of 
preparation of a lab classes within the project TEMPUS GREENCO "Green Comput-
ing & Communications" (530270-TEMPUS-1-2012-1-UK-TEMPUS-JPCR) [21].  

The program model is developed for the analysis of LUT pairs using Delphi 10 Se-
attle demo-version [22]. The analysis is made in two modes:  

 for a specific case of programming of the LUT 2 in view of the risk-value of each 
bit for trustworthiness of result; 

 for all 216 functions generated in the LUT 2 on condition of identical value of bits 
in relation to trustworthiness of result. 

The main panel of the program with setting of the risk-values of bits in LUT 2 
memory for function Y is shown in Fig. 4. 

The program calculates risk for each of 16 versions in programming of the LUT 
unit according to the given table “R-values of bits” of bit risk-values and sets of the 
erroneous bits in versions. For example, in case of table “R-values of bits”, the table 
of risks for 16 versions shows that the risk Risk.cur = 35 of the initial version matches 
maximum Risk.max = 35 and exceeds the minimum risk Risk.min = 5 by 7 times.  

Thus, reprogramming of LUT unit can repeatedly reduce the risks associated with 
faults in implementation of FPGA projects. Viewing of all functions generated in the 
LUT 2 unit showed that the average scoring of the best version in comparison with 
current one and the worst is equal 21% and 53% of the masked errors, respectively. 

7 Conclusions 

LUT-oriented architecture of FPGA-projects was widely used in various areas of 
information technologies owing to the high levels of development of its resources: 
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models, methods and means. At the same time, its opportunities are used not fully, 
saving reserves for the best application. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Panel of the program with setting of the risk-values of LUT memory bits 

All levels of resource development are provided to FPGA chips:  

 replication in matrix parallelism which is offered for design of digital units with 
data processing in parallel codes;  

 diversification in the pipeline parallelism supported in structure of logical elements 
or reconfigurable logic blocks;  

 autonomy in preparation of results and circuits of their distribution in adding units, 
in preparation of iterative array multipliers. 

However, the matrix parallelism relating to the low level of resource development 
dominates. For example, preparation of results is used for improving of circuit 
decisions with matrix parallelism. The modern CAD offers the optimization modes 
aimed at enhancement of FPGA-projects in parameters of throughput and energy 
consumption which are important at the level of replication and autonomy, 
respectively. At the same time, improving of projects in trustworthiness of the results 
calculated on FPGA isn't executed. However increase of trustworthiness is important 
for safety-related computer systems including such autonomous systems. 

The offered method allows improve ready FPGA-project without change of the 
reached throughput and energy consumption. The method saves the hardware decision 
and executes reprogramming of LUT, each of which can have 16 versions of 
programming. The method is shown on the example of the best masking of short 
circuit between LUT inputs. Reprogramming of LUT allows reducing quantity of 
possible errors by 5 times. Development of the method taking into account risk-value 
of bits in LUT memory can raise this index considerably. 
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